
Step 1. 
Transfer template markings to 21” freezer paper square 
folded into fourths.  (You only need to transfer to one 
fourth of the paper.)Align template markings as described 
in written instructions. Cut out this shape (just like a 
snowflake from grade school!) - cutting through all four 
layers.

Fredonia Oak Leaf©
  by Debby Kratovil

Step 2. 
 Iron freezer paper to RIGHT side of 22” square of 
prepared fabric and cut out. For hand appliqué, add 
3/16” seam allowance all around. For machine appliqué, 
pre-fuse fabric with fusible web BEFORE cutting out the 
full size Leaf Template.

Step 3. Cut a 24-1/2” square of background fabric and 
center the appliqué patch on top. Finger pressing the 
centers (horizontal, vertical) helps with placement. Fuse 
in place.

Step 4. Appliqué using your favorite method. I used a 
matching thread and a narrow machine zigzag stitch.

Fredonia Oak Leaf  Whole Block
 Finished Size: 24” x 24”
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21” square freezer paper folded into fourths

Full size freezer paper Leaf Template

Freezer paper template ironed to RIGHT side of red fabric

Center red Leaf Unit first Add green leaves as shown

24-1/2” cream background square

If you didn’t get this pattern from Debby Kratovil, you have an ILLEGAL copy.
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Place on fold

Fredonia Oak Leaf
1/4 of full size Leaf Applique

The Blue & the Gray© by Debby Kratovil

PRINT this page on 8.5” x 14” paper!

Fredonia Oak Leaf  Whole Block
 Finished Size: 24” x 24”

Add 1/4” - 3/16” turn under allowances
for traditional applique.

No turn under allowances needed
for raw edge applique.

Cut Leaf Template as a SINGLE piece
from a 21” square of freezer paper.

8 green leaves are cut separately.

Green Leaf Template
(cut separately)

Green Leaf Template
(cut separately)

If you didn’t get this pattern from Debby Kratovil, you have an ILLEGAL copy.


